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Two main steps

1. Seeking patient consent 

2. Getting slides scanned



1. Seeking patient consent

Patients selection using the Diamic software 

Creation of the Excel file with all the name/date 
of birth/ postal address of patients

Share the Excel file with Ms. Delaune, who was
in charge of sending the information note to the 
patients

After the acknowledgment of receipt, the 
protocole has a two week wait, to give the 
patients time to oppose. 



In practice: 
How many patients did we need? 

- Goal: 600 slides

- Expected refusal:  10%

- Possibility on piece of conisation or multiple biopsies to include
more than one slide per patient

We included a total of 589 patients 



Excel file  creation and communication 
with patients 



At the end of this step: 36 patients 
(6,1%) were excluded

Excluded: 36 patients  
- Patient with the wrong postal address in the 

hospital database (26) 
- Explicit refusal of consent (7) 
- Dead patient with no medical file at the 

hospital (3)  
- Patients living abroad and not reachable (1)  



At this point: 553 patients were included

We had a total of more than 700 slides at our disposal (so
we thought)  



2. Getting slides scans 

Finding the slides in the service archives 

Checking diagnosis on a microscope and if  the quality is sufficient in 
order to scan the slide

Anonymising slides for the competitors

Scanning slides and exporting them to a hard drive and giving them
to Ms. Delaune



The archives services, the quality of the 
slide (and the biospy) and checking diagnostics

Difficulties: 
- Finding all the slides (4 slides were not found) 
- Selecting several slides per patient
- Judging the quality of the slide: 

• Presence of epithelium and chorion
• At least 2 mm of epithelium

• 657 slides were selected



At the end of this step: 23 more patients 
(3,9%) were excluded

- Slides not found (4/657) 

- Insufficient quality (19/657)

- Available for scanning (634/657)  



At this point: 553 patients were included

Classe 0 (normal 
epithelium) 

Classe 1 (low grade 
dyspalsia) 

Classe 2 (High grade 
dysplasia/ In situ 
carinoma) 

Classe 3 (invasive 
carcinoma

Biopsies 119 145 56 50

Conisation 40 44 138 42

Total slides 159 189 194 92

We had a total of 634 slides 



Getting rid of the identity of slides 
• Thick labels, making sure the scanning will protect

the totality of the number of the slide

• We randomly chose slides, and we follow the 

order of labels given by Mr. Tresnard Olivier, from

the Hospital Kremlin Bicêtre (Villejuif) 

• Format:  

number of center /biopsie orconisation)/number (random) 

CXX B/C XXX



Scanning the slides
Type of scanner: 
Hamamatsu Nanozoomer 2.0 rs

Quality of the scan image: 
- No more than one blur level
- Sharp picture at x 400  

We had to scan the slide again
if one on this criteria was
present







Sending back the slides  

Copyng the slide on the hard 
drive given by Ms. Delaune 
and returning it back  



Conclusion 

Out of the total of 634 slides scanned, 624 slides have been accepted
by the expert comittee. 

At the end, more than 4000 slides have been scanned in more than 20 
centers in France. 
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